Abstract
Whatever for indoor noise applications (room
acoustics, noise in vehicles...) or sound
propagation in the environment (open field,
urban areas...), many numerical codes have
been developed by researchers. Most of them
have many common aspects, like the definition of the domain geometry and the materials (boundary conditions, impedance...), the
definition of sound sources and of receivers...
Moreover, they all have the same objective
that is to predict the sound field within the
domain, with several acoustics indicators, like
acoustic pressure or sound levels, and
through several representations (impulse response, spectrum...).
In order to make easier the use of such
codes (pre and post-processing of data),
as well as for facilitating comparisons
between models, a specific graphical
user interface (I-Simpa) was developed
specifically.
In addition to previously cited facilities, this
tool allows users to implement their own numerical models, as well as to manipulate the
interface and to develop specific treatments
by creating built-in Python(TM) scripts.
The final objective is to create a community around this tool in order to exchange numerical codes, scripts, information...
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The origin

I-Simpa was initiated during a research project funded by the French Environment and Energy Management Agency (ADEME), in
collaboration with the University of La Rochelle, the French institute of sciences and technology for transport, development and networks
(Ifsttar), the University of Poitiers, and a French Engineering department SerdB. The main objective was to develop a new prediction
model for the sound propagation in complex environments (indoor and outdoor). During the project, a graphical user interface (GUI) was
developed specifically as a pre and post-processor of the prediction model. At a later time, the developers (Ifsttar) decided to
generalize the GUI, in order to host other numerical calculation codes for 3D complex environments.
Although I-Simpa is well adapted for energetic models (ray-tracing, sound-particle tracing, theory of reverberation...), it can be extended
to use undulatory approaches. Classical applications are room and building acoustics, environmental noise and industrial noise, but it
can be easily extend to other applications concerning the sound propagation in 3D environments (interior of vehicle, sound in cavities...).

The concept

 a functional GUI: elements and components are organized in tree structures, to easily access to all
information, parameters and properties. Many features are proposed for helping users;
 an “open” system: all information and data are organized in spreadsheets that can be displayed, exported,
copied;
 an “open” tool: each user can integrate its own numerical propagation code, develop its own functionalities
within the interface for its own applications.

BASIC

ADVANCED

Use I-Simpa as a
“classical” software for
noise applications: room
acoustics, industrial spaces,
indoor and outdoor sound
predictions

Extend I-Simpa
for your own applications,
with your own calculation
codes, develop specific
processes, change language
files and graphics

Run I-Simpa

Add toolboxes

Functional (un-)dockable interface with dual
screens, OpenGL® graphics.
Tree representations of data and elements.
Running on MS Windows OS
(Linux version soon).

Extend the capabilities of I-Simpa by using
Python™ commands and scripts.
Create toolboxes for specific applications and
processes.
Add new functionalities within the interface
(popup menu).
Add elements in data trees .

Import your model
Create your rectangular model or
import a scene from 3DS or PLY files.
Use correction algorithms
to repair the geometry or
to built an approximate model
from original scene.

Define your problem
Define materials and apply boundary conditions
(absorption, transmission, scattering, reflection).
Add punctual sound sources and define
parameters (spectrum, directivity, delay).
Add punctual and surface receivers.
Add fitting zones with probabilistic parameters
(mean free path, absorption, diffusion law).

Toolboxes

I-Simpa
Python
interpreter

Choose a calculation code
Choose your own calculation code
or the built-in SPPS code (particle-tracing)
and define all calculation parameters.
Create a job list and archive results.

Calculate and explore results
Represent results as graphics (animated surface
color, iso-levels surface, particles or rays tracing
animation, 2D curves...) or spreadsheets.
Export data to CSV file or copy/paste to other
application. Export graphics as image.
Pre-process data for room acoustics application
(ISO 3382-1).

GUI
translation

I-Simpa
GUI

I-Simpa, a free
environment built
around Python™ and Add calculation codes
User can use external codes in I-Simpa, by
common free tools, declaring the new code using a Python™ script
and by writing a connector script for I/O files
between I-Simpa and the code.
for engineers,
researchers,
Change/add language files
Uses language files to propose new translations
teachers and
(internationalization) or corrections of an
existing translation, for I-Simpa and toolboxes (ISO
639-1 alpha-2, ISO 3166-1 alpha-2).
students.
Script example: adding a popup menu within I-Simpa

Graphics

Connector
script

Use your own graphics
Flash this code
and join the community

Codes

I-Simpa.ifsttar.fr
Downloads, forums, tutorials,
bug tracker, news...

Replace the existing toolbar and menu icons by
your own icons.
Add new color palettes for the representation of
sound maps (GIMP format).

